
From: Lawrence Rossbach
To: Kathy K. (GE Energy) Sedney
Date: 2/15/2007 8:39:01 AM
Subject: Comments on response to RAIs 3.9-7 and 3.9-103

We have the following comment on GE's response in MFN 06-464 to RAI 3.9-7:

The response didn't provide the information needed. RAI 3.9-7 requested a discussion of the basis of the Dynamic
Loading Events listed in Table 3.9-1. By this we mean, why were these transients chosen and no others. Were they
chosen from previous experience, or were they postulated because this is a new design, or both? In fact, were all
transients that could impact the plant postulated? If this has been answered somewhere else, please provide a
reference to the particular section.

We have the following comment on GE's response in MFN 06-519 to RAI 3.9-103:

This RAI requested that GE "Provide confirmation that safety related components and component supports required
to remain operational and to perform a safety function after a specified plant condition event are designed to lower
ASME Section III service level stress criteria."

The GE response stated that 'It is confirmed that safety related components and component supports required to
remain operational and to perform a safety function after a specified plant condition event are designed to the
appropriate ASME Code Section III service level stress criteria." It isn't clear what GE means by "appropriate" and
the basis for deciding what's appropriate was not stated. We request that you tell us that the appropriate stress
criteria for these components and supports are indeed lower than those corresponding to the plant event. As an
example, a valve that is required to be active during and after an SSE or other faulted condition event should be
designed to Service Level C or Service level B criteria. The allowable stresses for these service levels are smaller
than the Service Level D allowable stress; a valve that is not required to operate during and after a faulted event
would be designed to the Service Level D allowable stress. If this has been addressed somewhere else, please
provide a reference to the particular section.

Please contact me if you have any questions or would like to arrange a telephone conference to discuss these
comments.

Thanks, Larry

CC: Amy Cubbage; David.hinds@ge.com; david.piepmeyer@ge.com; George B. (GE Infra Energy)
Stramback; jim.kinsey@ge.com; Mark Hartzman
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